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Our target Users are those:
▪ Looking to learn a language on the go and as a complement to other study 

materials.

▪ Target age: 15-30 yrs.

▪ Age is just a number, Oldies can play too, because no steep learning curve.

▪ Highly motivated to learn a new language.

▪ Every user of DuoLingo. 

DuoLingo, 
Our arch-

rival,
The JOKER



What do the users want:
▪ Learning language progressing from the Beginner to Advanced level.

▪ Playing the simple yet addictive game along with learning multiple language.

▪ Challenges and Gamified levels.

▪ Play different games frequently on mobile and desktop.

▪ Using the app while commuting, or in wee hours to learn.



Context:
▪ Learn and play at the same time.

▪ Simple UI, even my grandma can play it.

▪ ‘Just gained knowledge’ of the new words/phrases to move forward in the 
game.

▪ Unlocking new mini games as the level increases.

▪ Games are designed such that one can only progress when scores are good in 
a level.

▪ We will show one mini-game in in the prototype.

so be with us 
and don’t 

leave.



DIA CYCLE

???



Brainstorming Sessions
▪ Coming up with ideas for an App to learn a foreign language.

▪ Everyone was given a card to write down their ideas that come to their mind

▪ Next, we discussed each ideas and brainstormed over it, where everyone got a 
chance to speak up and justify their thoughts.

▪ Some of the ideas were: A flashcard app, an app to translate entire texts on the 
website to help in reading, an app to help beginners of a language find a book, 
app for guessing the correct words by seeing the picture, app to 
listen, ,understand, translate and practise speaking through short stories and 
jokes.

▪ After a week of continued discussions, we finalized the idea of PlayGround 
because we wanted to build an interactive game and not just an app.



?





Paper prototype and Game Planning
▪ First step before the actual implementation was the paper prototype.

▪ Lay out of different user screens and a rough overview of the gameplay.

hmm







We removed some screens, thanks to a few honest reviews and feedbacks.

Honest..hmm



This one made it to the final prototype though ☺

: )



Feedback of the idea 
▪ We also did an online survey, to test the waters, before actually start writing the 

first line of code.





Creating a Persona

She looks 
familiar. Wait!



Writing the first lines of code
▪ Based on our further Brainstorming sessions, we have decided to build our app 

"Inside-Out"

▪ That is, we are going to build the mini-games first, and then add UI.

▪ Next challenge was implementing our prototype on a suitable environment.

▪ As our mini-games are in 2D, simple and lightweight, we have decided to skip 
heavy development work by choosing one of the most fun and easy game 
development environments available today - Construct 2.



Middle Fidelity Prototype



We managed to get a beta test our app for the first 
time



Feedback of the app from users through 
internet, (mainly from the Indian subcontinent)

India





Hmm.. Not 
bad.



We worked further on the project after the 
iterative feedbacks.

Bye bye. 
Wuff wuff!



After many hours of work, designing, a good number of lines of codes, 
cups of coffee, a few all-nighters in different studenwerks, brainstorming 
sessions, a few hiccups, redesigning, a few no-show and abandoned 
meetings….. later

. . . .



Ladies & Gentlemen…




